This paper analyses motion trajectory of vibro-impact system based on the oscillator moving along the rough parabolic line in the vertical plane, under the action of external single-frequency force. Nonideality of the bond originates of sliding Coulomb's type friction force with coefficient μ tgα 0 . The oscillator consists of one heavy mass particle whose forced motion is limited by two angular elongation fixed limiters. The differential equation of motion of the analyzed vibro-impact system, which belongs to the group of common second order nonhomogenous nonlinear differential equations, cannot be solved explicitly in closed form . For its approximate solving, the software package WOLFRAM Mathematica 7 is used. The results are tested by using the software package MATLAB R2008a. The combination of analytical-numerical results for the defined parameters of analyzed vibro-impact system is a base for the motion analysis visualization, which was the primary objective of this analytic research. Upon the phase portrait of the heavy mass particle obtained, the energy of the considered vibro-impact system is analyzed. During the graphical visualization of the energetic changes, one of the steps is the process of the phase trajectory equations determination. For this determination, we have used interpolation process that utilizes Lagrange interpolation polynomial.
Introduction
Research on the vibro-impact systems impact and the dynamics of nonlinear phenomena at presence of the certain discontinuities represents an area of interest for the researches all over the world. The theoretical knowledge on vibro-impact systems see reference 1-5 is of particular importance for engineering practice, due to wide occurrence of vibro-impact actions used in technological processes realization. Based on the modern knowledge on vibroimpact systems theory, and considering the papers with this theme of the following authors: , we can say that today we have raised interest for investigation of energy transfers inside the complex systems and nonlinear modes. Because of that, it is important to study energetic analysis of vibro-impact processes dynamics in the vibro-impact systems with one or more degrees of freedom.
Needed theoretical knowledge that introduces us in the problems of this paper is obtained from the works of Hedrih 10, 11 which are related to the moving of the heavy mass particle along the rough curved trajectories. In these papers, basic mathematical description of a heavy mass particle trajectory along rough curved lines is given, and as a special case, motions of the heavy mass particle along the rough circular line, rough cycloid curve, and rough parabola line are given.
Relying on the previous works of the coauthor of this paper [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , in which were analyzed more various vibro-impact systems, with one and two degrees of freedom, on the basis of free and forced oscillations of heavy mass particle that is moving along rough curved lines such as parabola, circle and cycloid, Coulomb's sliding friction and with limited elongations, in this paper, a vibro-impact system with one degree of freedom on the basis of forced oscillations of the heavy mass particle, with mass m, moving along a rough parabolic line in the vertical plane, coefficient of sliding friction with limited angular elongations is studied Figure 1 . On the heavy mass particle acts the external single-frequency periodical force, F t F 0 cos Ωt, where F 0 is corresponding forces amplitude and Ω is frequency of the external force. Positions of the elongation limiters are determined by angular coordinates s ul,1 s 1 ϕ 1 and s ul,2 s 2 ϕ 2 which are referenced to the equilibrium position of a particle. Arc curved coordinates are given as functions of angle ϕ. This angle is an angle between tangent and Ox axis. Arc coordinate s ϕ is an independent generalized coordinate of the system, providing the system has one degree of freedom. At the start moment, heavy mass particle was on the s 0 ϕ 0 distance from the equilibrium position, and received initial velocity v 0 ṡ 0 .
Our task is to consider properties of forced oscillations of a heavy mass particle moving along the rough parabolic line with limited elongation, wherefore the system becomes vibroimpact type with two limiters, and two-sided limited elongation. For each motion interval, the forced motion differential equations are needed. Also, the conditions of friction forces alternations, elongation limiting of the system, and motion initialization are added to the differential equations. Alteration of the friction force direction is related to the alteration of the heavy mass particle angular velocity direction. Also, phase trajectories equation using interpolation procedure, by means of Lagrange interpolation polynom in the phase plane ϕ,φ and constant energy curves equations should be determined. Corresponding graphic visualization and representative point of the system kinetic state motion during the kinetics dynamics should be worked out, too. Similarly, deviation of the total system mechanical energy during the motion and rate of the mechanical energy decrease in each characteristic motion interval should be analyzed. Determine also the number of impacts, at which the system does not behave as a vibro-impact one.
Differential Equation of a Heavy Mass Particle Oscillation along a Rough Parabolic Line
Using the principle of dynamic equilibrium see references 5, 11 , we can write equation of a heavy mass particle motion along the curvilinear path in the following form:
Figure 1: Two fixed elongation limiter systems, on the basis of the oscillator with one heavy mass particle, external single-frequency force driven. a Starting and dislocated position of a heavy mass particle; b force plan.
The inertial force originating of heavy mass particle acceleration a a N a T has two components, one in tangential and second one in perpendicular direction, so we can write
where R k is a path curve radius in the instant position point of the heavy mass particle. N and T are the unit vectors orts of the inertial force main orthogonal and tangential components at instant position point on the rough curvilinear line. Using the curvilinear natural coordinate system, previous vector equation 2.1 can be written in the following form:
where α arc tgz is angle between tangent and Ox axis; and s is the curvilinear coordinate that denotes position of the heavy mass particle on the rough curvilinear path ds dx √ 1 z 2 . 
Assuming that equation of arbitrary curvilinear line in the plane is defined as z f x , it followṡ
2.5
If expressions given with 2.5 are embedded in differential equation of a heavy mass particle trajectory along arbitrary curvilinear rough line with slide friction coefficient μ 2.4 , we obtain
The analysis of this motion represents special case of the general case conducted for motion of a heavy mass particle along the curvilinear rough line. General parabola equation is x 2 2pz, where 2p m is the parabola parameter corresponding to the quadruple value of parabola focus-vertex distance.
Using the differential equations 2.4 , 2.5 , and corresponding expressions in the given system for z x 2 /2p, z dz/dx x/p, and z 1/p, we obtain differential equations for motion of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line
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We have transformed nonlinear differential equation describing a heavy mass particle motion along the rough parabolic line 2.7 by introducing a new generalized coordinate u, into the common linear first order differential equation with variable coefficients 2.8 of this form du/dx P x u Q x . The solution of this differential equation is u x e − P x dx Q x e P x dx dx C , and for the given case, coefficients of differential equation are
2.9
The first general integral of differential equation 2.10 has this form
Solving the differential equation 2.10 we obtain an equation for the phase trajectory in the phase plane x,ẋ
Furthermore, we will show the first general integral of differential equation 2.4 in function of the generalized coordinate ϕ. 
2.15
By introducing the previous expressions and expression for
2.16
differential equation for the motion of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line, in the function of the generalized coordinate ϕ, gets this form
2.17
By linearization of differential equation 2.17 introducing the new variable u φ 2 we get this form
We are looking for a solution of this differential equation 2.18 in the shape u ϕ e − P ϕ dϕ Q ϕ e P ϕ dϕ dϕ C , where for the given case differential equation coefficients are as follows:
where C is integration constant that depends on starting motion conditions. Depending on motion period of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic curve, the integration constant is changing. This period is limited on the phase trajectory with zero velocity points. This change is related to the change of a heavy mass particle motion direction, namely, the velocity direction change that causes also the change of a friction force direction.
If we introduce an effect of the external single-frequency force in our system, differential equation for forced motion of a heavy mass particle along the parabolic line is
for v < 0.
2.22
For a complete description of a heavy mass particle dynamics, it is necessary to join the following conditions to the motion differential equation.
2.23 b * the angle elongation limiting conditions, as well as impact conditions
where k is impact coefficient, ranging from k 0, for the ideal plastic impact, to k 1, for the ideal elastic impact; n is total impacts number of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line, up to the equilibrium position, or up to the moment when this particle continues to move without impact with the limiter. The differential equation of the system motion 2.22 cannot be solved explicitly in the closed form . For their approximate solution we use the software package WOLFRAM Mathematica 7. The results are tested by means of the MATLAB R2008a software package. 
The Analysis of the Vibro-Impact System Motion
We will divide the motion of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line to the intervals of motion, like this: first interval-from the starting moment of motion to the impact moment with a right side elongation limiter; second interval-from the right side elongation limiter to the impact moment with a left side elongation limiter, and so forth, until the motion direction alternation motion intervals limited by alternation of friction force direction .
The first motion interval of a heavy mass particle corresponds to the following motion differential equation:
The impact conditions are
The phase trajectoryφ 1 f ϕ in the first motion interval which will be used for the determination of the velocity of heavy mass particle first impact into the right side angular elongation limiter by using software package Wolfram Mathematica 7 used also for all the other graphics is shown in Figure 2 . 
3.3
From the shape of the phase trajectory curve in the first 10 seconds motion interval Figure 2 b , we conclude that this trajectory is repeatable during one complete period from the moment when the heavy mass particle on the rough parabolic line is in initial position to the moment of crossing the same point, in the same direction . This tells us that a heavy mass particle has the same behavior as in the case of free oscillations, despite the influence of external single-frequency force. This influence of external single-frequency force parameters amplitude and frequency is negligible. Comparing with the motion without the influence of an external single-frequency force, it can be observed that a heavy mass particle will reach equilibrium position for less motion intervals, that is, reduction of angular velocity value is greater due to elongation limiters impacts.
The external single-frequency force parameters can be chosen in such a way to cause fast reaching of resonant state of a nonimpact vibro-impact motion F 0 0,6-1,0 N , Ω 2,5-3,3 rad/s . In these cases, research is based on the application of a method that adjusts external single-frequency force parameters in order to obtain a stable periodical vibro-impact regime 26 .
The second motion interval from the first impact into the right side elongation limiter to the second impact into the left side elongation limiter . Differential equation of motion has the following form:
The initial motion conditions are
The impact condition into the left side elongation limiter is t t ul 2 , ϕ t ul 2 ϕ 2 ,φ t ul 2 φ ul 2 .
3.6
The phase trajectoryφ 2 f ϕ for the other motion interval is shown in the Figure 3 . The motion analysis is conducted to the seventh alternation point, that is, to the moment of motion direction multiple alterations at equilibrium position.
We have noticed that due to influence of an external single-frequency force, there are more phase trajectories around the equilibrium point, in both motion directions of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line. On Figures 4 and 5 there are heavy mass particle phase trajectories after the third alterations point; until the moment of returning to the equilibrium point; Figures 4 and 5 show trajectory forφ > 0, andφ < 0, respectively.
The graphic visualization of the phase portrait is shown in Figure 6 . The heavy mass particle hits eleven times elongation limiters, five and six impacts into the right side and left side elevation limiters, respectively. Both direction alteration points appear after the eleventh impact into the right side elongation limiter. It means that this vibro-impact system lasts till the eleventh impact into elongation limiters. After the eleventh impact, the analyzed vibro-impact system behaves like a dynamic system, based on forced motion of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line.
For the specified values of parameters, the angular velocity values of a heavy mass particle into elongation limiters and alternation points positions are presented in Table 1 . From Table 1 it can be seen that the angular velocity of impacts into the elongation limiters decreases.
The Energy Analysis of the Vibro-Impact System
For the energetic analyze of given vibro-impact system, for each phase portrait branch , an analytical expression that defines dependence of angular velocity value from the generalized coordinate ϕ, or time t, that is,φ f ϕ orφ f t , is needed. This analytic dependence represents the phase trajectory equation, which is determined as a first integral of the system motion differential equation 2.22 . This equation is a common nonhomogenous and nonlinear differential equation which is being solved by using the software package WOLFRAM Mathematica 7 solution checked with MATLAB R2008a . It is assumed that the shape of a phase trajectory curve in individual motion intervals is the third order polynomial. In the first motion interval, we have heavy mass particle velocity decrease only. For the rest After the eleventh alteration point, a heavy mass particle is moving within the limits from −0,3 to 0,17. Bold numbers relate to the right-side elongation limiter.
of motion intervals, the phase trajectory curves are divided in two parts. Separation points for those curves are the first points when angular velocity value starts to decrease or increase. These moments are starting data for interpolation, so per one motion interval we have two phase trajectory analytical expressions. If we increase the number of phase trajectory curve sections in one motion interval, during interpolation, it could be obtained the phase trajectory equations with less error for the phase trajectory curve . In the Table 2 are shown analytic expressions of phase trajectory equations, obtained by means of interpolation procedure, for the important motion intervals from the initial position to the seventh point of alternation of a heavy mass particle .
We analyze all motion interval's energy on the basis of kinetic energy Ek, potential energy Ep, total mechanic energy E formulas, pressure force F N of a heavy mass particle on the rough parabolic line and power originating of Coulomb sliding friction force P μ , upon determination of analytic expressionsφ i f ϕ : 4.1 
The phase portrait of a heavy mass particle moving along the rough parabolic line, with sliding friction coefficient μ tgα 0 , with two-side limited elongations and under the action of an external singlefrequency force F t F 0 cos Ωt, in plane ϕ,φ .
The energy variations are shown graphically in Figures 7, 8, 9 , 10, and 11, presenting the kinetic energy, potential energy, total mechanic energy, heavy mass particle pressure force on the rough parabola for the case of two-side holding bond and Coulomb friction force μ tgα 0 power that follows friction force graph variations, respectively.
From the above graphs which present energetic variations at forced motion of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line, it can be concluded that the influence of an external single-frequency force for specified parameters F 0 , Ω is not considerable. It results from the fact that forced motion of a heavy mass particle is out of the resonant region. 
Conclusion
The nonlinearity of given vibro-impact system originates from the discontinuity of a heavy mass particle motion along the rough parabolic line angular velocity. These discontinuities of angular velocity occur in the moment of a heavy mass particle impact into the left-and · · ·  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   ,  ,  ,  , right-side angular elongation limiters, and in the moment of motion direction alteration of a heavy mass particle, which causes alteration of angular velocity direction and friction force. This nonlinearity is mathematically described, for a heavy mass particle, with a common nonlinear differential equation, specifically with second term that represents a square of angle velocity of generalized coordinateφ 2 . It corresponds to the case known in the literature as a "turbulent" suppression.
It should be stressed that with given vibro-impact system, due to the influence of Coulomb sliding friction force and alternation of a heavy mass particle angular velocity direction depending on a heavy mass particle motion direction , there are trigger coupled singularities; that is, there is an equilibrium position bifurcation phenomenon. 
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The forced motion of a heavy mass particle along the rough parabolic line is divided in corresponding motion intervals and subintervals. To every motion interval and sub-interval corresponds one motion differential equation that belongs to the common nonhomogenous and nonlinear dual differential equation group of the second order. We couldn't solve these differential equations in analytic form. Because of that, we have used the fourth order-variable step Runge-Kutta method that belongs to the numerical methods for a differential equation solving. We have applied the Runge-Kutta method, by using two software packages: MATLAB and Wolfram Mathematica 7 two equal results obtained . Also, we have joined corresponding initial conditions of motion and impact, to these dual nonlinear and nonhomogenous motion differential equations. The combination of analytic-numerical results for determined kinetic parameters of given vibro-impact system is the basis for motion analyze visualization, that is, for the graphical visualization of phase portrait.
On the basis of known analytical expressions, we have performed the energy analysis of given vibro-impact system, determining analytical expression that defines angle velocity variation dependence from generalized coordinate ϕ, that is,φ f ϕ , for each branch of the phase portrait. This analytical dependence that also cannot be determined explicitly is that which we have obtained using the process of phase trajectory curve interpolation. This process of interpolation is done using the MATLAB R2008a software package. It is assumed that the phase trajectory curve shape in specific motion intervals is polynomial of third order.
In the given vibro-impact system, the total mechanic energy dissipates, pressure force onto the rough parabolic line reduces, and friction force power decreases. Also, it should be noted that in the given case, influence of external single-frequency force is not considerable. The cause of that is in the fact that motion of a heavy mass particle is far away from the resonant zone.
